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Abstract
In the world of public misinformation, there are many cases where the
information is not false or fabricated, but rather has been manipulated
using more subtle techniques such as word replacements, selection of
details, omissions and argument distortion. These techniques can have
the e↵ect of influencing the reader’s frame of mind towards the events
reported. We currently lack the necessary tools to uncover such manipulations automatically. In this position paper, we propose an integrated
analysis framework and pipeline to identify various narrative signals in
news articles; such as structural roles, framing, and subjectivity. By
comparing these at the document level and sentence level, it will be
possible to highlight di↵erences of narrative techniques used to report
the same news events.

1

Introduction

Narrative analysis refers to the processing of a piece of text to understand and characterise its structure [Rie93].
Such an analysis could help to distinguish between event reports based on their narrative structure. These are
usually reflected through linguistic signals that can be more or less explicit, such as emphasising certain aspects,
changing the order in which certain information is presented, or using specific terminology to impose or stress a
certain opinion.
In the specific case of news articles, their narrative structure usually follows a complex non-chronological
sequence, which tends to di↵er from other kinds of narrative that proceed more linearly [ZZBBN19]. It is a
choice that is made to “get a good story” [Bel05], and can be exploited to emphasise or introduce non-objective
statements or causality relationships between events [Dah10].
To avoid being manipulated, one solution suggested in the literature is to gather information from multiple
sources [ABS14, GAR97], and to cross-compare them in order to get a broader view of the event. The same
information, for example, may be presented by some sources and omitted by others, or the sequence of events
be presented di↵erently to emphasise di↵erent aspects. Therefore, we believe that readers should be made more
aware of the narrative and framing embedded in the piece of news they are consuming, and how they compare
with those in other articles reporting the same event. Currently, there are hardly any automated tools that o↵er
such functionality: the best readers can do is to use news aggregators that show articles grouped by events, but
they have to do such comparison on their own.
In this position paper, we suggest a framework to automatically highlight the di↵erences in how the same
story is presented by di↵erent articles, by cross-comparing their narratives. To this end, the contributions of this
paper are: i) integrating several signals characterising the narrative of news; ii) presenting a processing pipeline
to link together similar articles at the document and sentence level, integrating the signals identified; and iii)
introducing a set of cross-article signals that aim to highlight the di↵erence of narrative techniques applied.
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2

Related work

In this section, we provide an overview of previous studies in two areas of research. First, the investigation on
relationships between news articles which aims to find documents that cover the same information. Second, the
detection of narrative linguistic signals, which investigates and characterises several aspects of structure, framing,
and subjectivity. For both of them, we gather a set of techniques that enable our approach described in the next
Section 3.
2.1

Relationships between news articles

There are di↵erent possible types of relationships between news articles, such as similarity (covering the same
information), referencing (one is citing another one), and temporal proximity. They can be performed at the
document level (e.g., the whole article is similar to another one) or at the sentence level (e.g., the same sentence is
corroborated by a sentence in another article [BMTH18]) or even at the paragraph level. Since we are interested
in finding articles discussing the same information, we focus on similarity relationships. Other relationships
could add interesting features, such as the order of publication which would help to identify which of the articles
might have taken inspiration from the other. For the time being, we focus on studying and understanding the
role of similarity.
At the article-level, there is a wide variety of work that investigates article clustering, and the methods mostly
used are Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) or document embedding. LDA [BNJ03] is the most used technique for
topic modelling, as it allows the discovery of topics and to group articles accordingly using word distributions.
Another technique for grouping articles together is to compute a similarity measure (e.g., cosine similarity)
between numeric representations of the documents (TF-IDF [Jon72] or Language Models [DCLT18, CYyK+ 18,
YDY+ 19]). We plan to study these models in order to select the one that can efficiently discriminate articles
that talk about the same events, even if they use di↵erent linguistics, from articles that may use the same subset
of words but talk about di↵erent events.
Furthermore, there are works that not only link the articles at a document level, but also investigate in more
detail the connections between sentences. In one recent work [BMTH18], groups of similar articles are found,
then broken down to pieces of information and analysed to find if these details are corroborated (occurring in
multiple documents) or omitted (occurring in other documents of the same group, but not the current one).
We aim to use this idea of applying similarity to both article-level and sentence-level, extending it even to the
word-level. By doing so, not only we might be able to recognise which sentences appear in multiple documents
(with di↵erent degrees of similarity) but also we would be able to identify the specific words that have been
changed.
However, this set of approaches are limited to bringing to the attention of the reader the linked information
pieces with a measure of similarity, without characterising the di↵erences. The reader would then need to evaluate
the di↵erences in the role of the sentence, the framing that it implies and how it compares with other sentences
in terms of subjectivity. Di↵erent documents may express the same set of details, but give them a di↵erent role
(reporting an action, commenting, contextualising, doing a digression, identifying causes and consequences) and
use di↵erent words that are semantically similar but may imply a di↵erent framing perspective. For this reason,
the next subsection presents a set of narrative linguistic signals that could provide us with the missing features.
2.2

Narrative linguistic signals

There is much research on exposing the narrative using linguistic signals [ZZBBN19], with specific words that
indicate the structural role, framing and subjectivity of the part of text they belong to. One limitation is that
most of such works are applied to single articles, with little comparison between them.
On one hand, some research considers the structural role of a sentence in the document (e.g., is it providing
some background, the main event, an evaluation). Di↵erent structural roles have been defined in the literature,
such as news schema [Bel91], which identifies hierarchical categories (e.g., action, reaction, consequence, context,
history), narrative structure [Bel05] (e.g., abstract, orientation, evaluation, complication, resolution), or linguistic
signals [ZZBBN19, Mar00]. Such signals could be used to identify the di↵erences between similar sentences with
regards to their structural roles in the articles.
On the other hand, there is much literature on framing, defined as how a certain story is presented to shape
mass opinion [Gof74], the addition to the underlying facts that reflects the sociocultural context and acts as
an underlying force to persuade the reader. The work by [GM89] describes a set of framing packages, made
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of framing devices (e.g., word choice, metaphors, catchphrases, use of contrast, quantification) and reasoning
devices (e.g., problem definition, cause, consequence, solution, action). Additionally, the Frame Semantics
Theory [Fil06] can be used to recognise lexical units of known frames. By extracting these linguistic signals, we
could represent the framing behind a certain piece of text, and there exist di↵erent approaches to extract the
listed features [MGB+ 17, GCCZ18, Asg16, STDS17].
In addition to these two characterisations, we can add other signals derived from studies on subjectivity. As
found by recent research, in contemporary journalism the line between opinion and facts is blurring more and
more [JWJ+ 19]. For this reason, having signals of subjectivity on the document and paragraph-level would be
very useful [Liu10]. In this way, each article and each paragraph can be characterised with an indication of
subjectivity.
All these features have been used in previous research, but as mentioned above, they are mainly applied to
single-article analysis. Extending this kind of analysis by taking into consideration the relationships both at the
article level and the sentence level would bring a big contribution by providing contrastive signals that would
not come up otherwise.

3

Cross-article comparison framework

In this section, we propose a description of our comparison framework. We plan to use methods coming from
both the research areas identified (document linking and linguistic signals) as a starting point. In order to do
so, we propose the following processing pipeline:
• preprocessing: documents are retrieved, cleaned up and fragmented into paragraphs and sentences;
• narrative features are attached to each document, paragraph and sentence belonging to three main
types: structural role using and highlighting the linguistic devices provided by [ZZBBN19]; framing features
are extracted (framing and reasoning devices) finding some linguistic representatives from [GM89, Fil06];
subjectivity is computed, and strong word choices are highlighted [Liu10];
• linking: similar articles are found by using document-level similarity measures: in this way it would be
possible to find groups of documents that describe the same events; similar sentences and paragraphs are
found by sentence-level similarity measures, inside each group of documents: corroborated and omitted
sentences are identified [BMTH18].
Figure 1 shows the result of such processing over two articles, where we have several features attached to the
sentences, with similar paragraphs across the two articles linked together using a similarity measure [CYyK+ 18].
TITLE:

fa i g
BRITAIN ON EDGE Corona irus: NHS told risk("on edge",
ho to handle infectious bodies amid
"gra e"),
gra e concerns bug ill hit UK ithin da s certaint (" ill")

bjec i i

c

a

strong,
negati e

China corona irus: 'Increased likelihood' of
cases in the UK
main focus

ARTICLE:
The 11-page guide as prepared b Public
Health England and has ad ised GPs to
a oid e amining suspected corona irus
ictims and keep them in closed rooms.

detaining("keep them
objecti e
in closed rooms")

All 31 people across England, Wales,
fear("fears"),
Scotland and Northern Ireland that had been
risk("deadl "),
tested for the deadl u-like irus ere
imminence(" ithin
negati e, but there a fears the UK could
da s")
ha e its rst positi e test " ithin da s".
The Border Force is hunting do n 2,000
people ho ha e recentl tra elled from
Wuhan - the epicentre of irus outbreak.
Holida makers ho touched do n at
London Heathro from Wuhan ere
shocked as the
ere simpl handed a
lea et and told to call NHS 111 if the felt ill.
The irus has killed 56 people and infected
more than 2,000 globall after it is belie ed
to ha e originated from a meat market in
Wuhan - a cit ith 11million people in the
Hubei pro ince.

TITLE:

e

objecti e

main focus
Action

Background

hunt("hunting do n")

emphasised
Action
language

surprise("shocked")

subjecti e

risk("killed",
"infected")

objecti e

similarit = 0.57

fa i g
e pectation,
uncertaint
("likelihood")

a
e

objecti e,
neutral

Globall , there are more than 500 con rmed
cases of the irus, hich has killed 18
danger("killed")
people in China.

objecti e,
neutral

Background

But there are no kno n cases in the UK, Mr
Hancock said, hich as " ell prepared" to
deal ith an outbreak. Fourteen people in
the UK ha e no been tested for the irus,
Public Health England said.

objecti e,
neutral

Background

uncertaint ("no
kno n"),
con dence(" ell
prepared")

Passengers are recei ing ad ice on hat to
do if the fall ill, [...] as it can take da s after e pertise("ad ice",
infection before a patient de elops
"most important"),
s mptoms, so ph sical checks ere
justi cation("so")
similarit = 0.39 considered less useful.

Background /
Closing

c

ARTICLE:

similarit = 0.64

Action +
Commentar

bjec i i

subjecti e, Action +
neutral
Commentar

Mr Hancock said that it as a "rapidl
de eloping situation and the number of
deaths and the number of cases is likel to
be higher than those that ha e been
con rmed so far [...]".

e pectation("is likel
to", "I e pect"),
reporting("said")

"The NHS is read to respond appropriatel
to an cases that emerge."

con dence("is read ") subjecti e Conclusion

subjecti e,
Action
negati e

Figure 1: An example of analysis between two news articles that both talk about the risk of coronavirus spread
in the UK. The first one (from The Sun) emphasises the risks from the virus, while the second article (from
BBC) is more focused on presenting the UK as ready to face the problem. Each paragraph is characterised with
framing, subjectivity and structural signals, and the links between the articles represent the most similar pairs
of sentences.
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This is is the starting point to identify the di↵erences, with a contrastive analysis. We propose here a set of
cross-article comparative signals that can bring the narrative analysis a step further:
• The main focus of the compared articles is on a di↵erent part or detail of the story: this means that
while they are both describing the same broad event, they are trying to emphasise or prioritise two di↵erent
aspects. This signal can be computed by looking at the most similar sentence to the article title (proxy of
the emphasis), and seeing how it is represented in other documents.
• Ordering: the compared articles present the same details, but in a di↵erent order. Re-ordering events tends
to be an efficient way of creating implicit cause-e↵ect relationships. To do this comparison, it is sufficient
to find the crossovers in the sentence-level connections.
• Selection of details: One article is omitting certain details that have been reported by other articles, or
is describing events that are corroborated by other sources, or has unique parts that do not occur in other
articles [BMTH18]. In addition to seeing which parts are selected or omitted, the narrative analysis can help
us to find some insights about them (e.g., the article is omitting subjective statements reported by others,
or is describing a background event that others did not include).
• The articles are framing the narrative in di↵erent ways from each other. This manifests through comparing
linked sentences to observe the di↵erences in terms of framing features: the considered articles are describing
the same events but with di↵erent framing and reasoning. One concrete example is the usage of causality:
one article may contain causality signposting between a pair of sentences that is absent elsewhere. Or as
another example, the usage of specific words can reveal a specific framing: talking about the same detail
or entity, the usage of verbs or adjectives may change. For detecting such peculiarities, features as Named
Entities and subjectivity may be combined.
• The comparison can be also done on the subjectivity of the article: both at the document level (saying
that this is an opinion piece, while a similar one is more factual) or at the sentence level, by interweaving
this signal with the ones proposed before.
From the signals in Figure 1, we can see that the first article pushes the narrative towards risk and other
negative frames, to sustain the idea presented in the title “Britain on Edge”. The second article, even though
it has a lot of information in common with the first one, is more confident on the preparedness of the National
Health Service to face the virus (e.g., confidence, expertise). The extraction of these cross-article signals is
the first step to finding possible cases of manipulation.

4

Evaluation

The evaluation of this framework needs to be performed at di↵erent levels. Firstly, we need to find a similarity
model that performs well both at the article and sentence levels, going beyond the linguistic surface and being
able to relate pieces of text that may use di↵erent terms for describing the same events. The evaluation of
the similarity measure will be done at the article level using data coming from tools that aggregate articles
talking about the same events, such as Google News Headlines1 and AllSides2 as well as research datasets such
as NewsAggregator.3 Instead, for the sentence-level similarity, user feedback will be needed to understand when
and why a sentence is considered to describe the same detail while we are dealing with manipulations that can
be significant.
Following that, we would also need to evaluate the whole framework with user studies to understand the
relevance, quality and usefulness of the indicators proposed. Currently, and to the best of our knowledge, there
are no similar approaches to the task we are addressing in this paper, and hence we are unable to establish
comparisons with other baseline approaches from the literature.

5

Discussion

Much research exists that address the problem of misinformation. However, the vast majority of such research
focuses on distinguishing what is true from what is false, and hence mainly applies to a small subsection of the
1 https://news.google.com/
2 https://www.allsides.com/story/admin
3 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/News+Aggregator
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misinformation ecosystem.4 There is a lack of research on identifying misleading content, false connection and
false context. To this end, there is an immediate need for technological solutions to address such cases, where the
information is manipulated in a subtle fashion, and thus cannot be easily dismissed as false. We want to reveal
the di↵erences in reporting, without declaring that one article contains true or false information, but rather to
provide a tool that exposes such diversities.
In this paper we proposed a comparative approach that aims at bringing into light the di↵erences in the
narratives of news articles, using a set of cross-article narrative signals. These signals only exist when multiple
documents are compared, in contrast to single-article ones that already exist. With this method, we aim to
reveal the framing intentions of the writers, and making them more evident and comparable.
This analysis may be useful for empowering users to form a critical view of pieces of news they are consuming,
to find missing pieces that have been omitted and to see the same information presented with a di↵erent framing
by di↵erent articles and sources.
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